Appendix A - Funding Decision Tree

Is your project part of the normal activities of your organization?

YES → The project is not eligible for ICA funding

NO

Are you, your organization or your partnering organization a member of ICA?

NO

YES → Join ICA

YES

Is your project going to build skills and capacity of archives and records management in low-resourced part of the world?

YES → Contact FIDA Apply for FIDA funding

NO

Do you have an ICA branch, section or expert group as a partner for the project?

NO

YES → Ask the PCOM team to help you find a partner.

YES → See the ICA website for more information on Branches, Sections & Expert Groups

NO

Will your project result in a product or resource likely to be widely used in ICA and the archival and records management community?

NO

YES → Consider expanding the scope of your project

YES → Ask the PCOM team for help

YES → Apply for PCOM funding